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Fitter friendly
For the convenience of the installer, Steadmans

Paramount doors are supplied with an installation

kit which includes bolts and drill bits to fix the

frame to either concrete or steel.

Each door comes with:

A: 6 x concrete fixing bolts

B: 6 x steel fixing bolts

C: 1 x spanner with 2 x heads

D: 6 x jacking bolts

E: 6 x keys (plus 2 x fitter's keys)

F: 1 x concrete drill bit

G: 1 x steel drill bit

H: 1 x allen key

I: 1 x handle fascia

J: 6 x sealing caps
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Paramount steel doors
For more information on the complete range of

Steadmans Paramount doors contact Steadmans on

01697 478 277.

Also available:

Fire-rated emergency escape steel door
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Clearly secure

The ten point locking system
It’s the combination of a ten point locking system and

interlocking anti-jemmy studs, which

ensures forced entry is

difficult. Six of the

locking points are

connected to steel

bars which are

linked to and

through the master

lock mechanism.

The master lock itself has four

substantial locking points

(shown on this x-ray image).

Extra security
There are a total of eight keys provided, six are sealed

and for the customer’s exclusive use - the other two are

used by the installers. Once the door is

installed, the customer’s keys will

immediately change the

combination of the lock, so

preventing any further use of the

two installer’s keys. This adds a

further level of security.

Construction
The x-ray images in

this leaflet show all

the security points,

as well as the

important internal

security steel bar

reinforcements.

To prevent the door

from sagging, four

heavy duty hinges

are fitted as

standard.

Wheelchair access
The threshold is stainless steel and complies with local

authority directives for wheelchair users.

Insulation
The doors are insulated with glass wool in accordance

with British Standards directives BS EN 1634-1:2000.

Anti-jemmy studs
Anti-jemmy studs are fitted to the frame and the door.

These studs protrude and interlock

when the door is closed. 

Anti-jemmy studs and all fittings

are stainless steel.


